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Designed by creating a bespoke font, the déva Australia 
Alphabet-Initial KeyPsakes Collection of keyrings is 
available in 2 fi nishes:

∙ Black Enamel background with contrasting 
  Copper/Rose Gold plating

∙ Antique Copper plating for that rich and rustic look

The alphabet-initial letter KeyPsakes keyrings have high 
quality fi nishes and elegant presentation, which is a 
hallmark of all déva Australia products. You may even 
engrave to personalise it further.

People really connect with a product that has their Initial 
on it. Initials and Monograms have been used throughout 
history as a form of creating a ‘personal brand identity’. 
They make a lovely personalised gift for all occasions, for 
a man or woman of any age. You may even engrave to 
personalise it further.

You can even use these as Handbag Charms, Luggage 
Tags, replace the split ring with your own chain to wear as 
a necklace if you please OR string a ribbon and use it as a 
hanging ornament!

Measuring approx. 40 x 30 mm, each one is presented in a 
classy black matt presentation box with black foil printing.

ALPHABET-INITIAL COLLECTION



ALPHABET-INITIAL COLLECTION COPPER

KR-BA

Black A

KR-BB

Black B

KR-BC

Black C

KR-BD

Black D

KR-BE

Black E

KR-BF

Black F

KR-BG

Black G

KR-BH

Black H

KR-BI

Black I

KR-BJ

Black J

KR-BK

Black K

KR-BL

Black L

KR-BM

Black M
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KR-BN

Black N

KR-BO

Black O

KR-BP

Black P

KR-BQ

Black Q

KR-BR

Black R

KR-BS

Black S

KR-BT

Black T

KR-BU

Black U

KR-BV

Black V

KR-BW

Black W

KR-BX

Black X

KR-BY

Black Y

KR-BZ

Black Z

ALPHABET-INITIAL COLLECTION COPPER
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ALPHABET-INITIAL COLLECTION ANTIQUE COPPER

KR-CA

Antique Copper A

KR-CB

Antique Copper B

KR-CC

Antique Copper C

KR-CD

Antique Copper D

KR-CE

Antique Copper E

KR-CF

Antique Copper F

KR-CG

Antique Copper G

KR-CH

Antique Copper H

KR-CI

Antique Copper I

KR-CJ

Antique Copper J

KR-CK

Antique Copper K

KR-CL

Antique Copper L

KR-CM

Antique Copper M
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ALPHABET-INITIAL COLLECTION ANTIQUE COPPER

KR-CN

Antique Copper N

KR-CO

Antique Copper O

KR-CP

Antique Copper P

KR-CQ

Antique Copper Q

KR-CR

Antique Copper R

KR-CS

Antique Copper S

KR-CT

Antique Copper T

KR-CU

Antique Copper U

KR-CV

Antique Copper V

KR-CW

Antique Copper W

KR-CX

Antique Copper X

KR-CY

Antique Copper Y

KR-CZ

Antique Copper Z
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A great collection of Automotive themed KeyPsakes keyrings, 
are a perfect accessory for the auto enthusiasts in your life 
— everyone’s got one in their circle of friends or family!

With a double sided design inspiration (see front & back in 
the image) we’ve aimed at igniting the passion associated 
with each automotive. This range of cool auto-motivated 
keyrings, will create lasting memories with the owner as 
they rev up each time it gets noticed ! We’ve got everything 
here from cars to planes to camper vans.

You can even remove the split ring to replace with your 
own chain and wear it as a necklace pendant if you please 
or string a ribbon and use it for an award medal or hanging 
ornament on your auto of choice.

Measuring approx. 35mm in diameter, each one is presented 
in a classy black matt presentation box with black foil printing.

AUTO COLLECTION



AUTO COLLECTION

KR-Bug

KR-4WD

KR-CamperVan

KR-Boat

KR-Caravan KR-FireEngine
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KR-Scooter

KR-GearShift

KR-Spitfi re

KR-Motorcycle

KR-Tractor KR-Ute

AUTO COLLECTION
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Everyone loves sport — most of us play and/or follow more 
than one. Sport is singularly able to give us peak experiences 
where we feel completely one with the world and transcend  
all confl icts as we fi nally become our own potential. 

This Sports Collection of KeyPsakes keyrings is perfect 
for the sports obsessed — whether they can peddle it, 
gallop it, toss it, pass it, dribble it, or throw it, jump or dunk 
— there’s something in here for severalthe major ones.

With a double sided design inspiration (see front and back 
in the images), you won’t even need to engrave a message. 
They make a very thoughtful gift and a collectable 
KeyPsakes, or you can string it on a ribbon and use as a 
Medal or an Award. 

Measuring approx. 35mm in diameter, each one is 
presented in a classy black matt presentation box with 
black foil printing.

SPORTS COLLECTION



KR-Fishing

KR-Cricket

KR-Footy

SPORTS COLLECTION

KR-Cycling

KR-Golf KR-Racing
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KR-Skiing

KR-Running

KR-Soccer

KR-Sailing

KR-Surfi ng KR-Tennis

SPORTS COLLECTION
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Adorable range of Dog Breed keyrings, are a must have 
when your dog is the key to your heart.

This exquisite collection of  KeyPsakes keyrings, have 
authentic  dog breed designs encased in a circle of love, 
artistically embellished with Austrian crystals. They are 
made in brass and fi nished in tarnish resistant rhodium 
or 18K gold plating.

These dog breed keyrings will ensure your favourite pooch 
is with you wherever you go! Perfect not just for keys but 
may alternatively be used as Charms on a Handbag or Dog 
Collar, replace the fi ttings with your own chain to wear 
as a necklace if you please OR string a ribbon and use 
it as a hanging ornament! 

A great tribute to your loveable dog! These make 
distinguished, high quality gifts for dog lovers.

Presented in a classy black matte presentation box 
with black foil printing. 

DOG BREED COLLECTION



KRS-BeagleKRS-AusShep

KRS-Labrador

KRS-Schnauzer

KRS-BullTerrier

KRS-Poodle

KRS-ShihTsu

KRS-Dachshund

KRS-Pug

KRS-Spaniel

KRS-GermanShep

KRS-Rottweiler

DOG-BREED COLLECTION SILVER
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KRG-BeagleKRG-AusShep

KRG-Labrador

KRG-Schnauzer

KRG-BullTerrier

KRG-Poodle

KRG-ShihTsu

KRG-Dachshund

KRG-Pug

KRG-Spaniel

KRG-GermanShep

KRG-Rottweiler

GOLDDOG-BREED COLLECTION
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The Zodiac KeyPsakes Collection was inspired during 
travels through the beautiful city of Lisbon — the smell 
of good coffee, the breeze from the river, the mosaic 
streets, the music of the language and the soul of Portugal 
and so we applied some Portuguese fl air and translation. 

If you’re stumped for a gift for the Aries, or Leo or Scorpio, 
zodiac gift giving is another way to ensure that the gift 
you choose will be one that the other person genuinely 
appreciates. Sometimes it’s uncanny how much someone, 
who is undeniably an individual, can still exhibit the 
characteristics of their star sign.

With a steel wire and screw mechanism, adding or 
removing keys is a breeze. They make a lovely personalised 
gift for all occasions — for a man or woman of any age.

You may use them as Handbag Charms, Luggage Tags, 
replace the split ring with your own chain to wear as 
a necklace if you please or string a ribbon and use it as 
a hanging ornament!

Presented in a classy black matte presentation box 
with black foil printing. 

ZODIAC COLLECTION



KRS-TaurusKRS-Aries

KRS-Virgo

KRS-Capricorn

KRS-Gemini

KRS-Libra

KRS-Aquarius

KRS-Cancer

KRS-Scorpio

KRS-Pisces

KRS-Leo

KRS-Sagittarius

ZODIAC COLLECTION
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KEYPSAKES PRESENTATION BOX

KEYPSAKES ALPHABET-INITIAL —  DOUBLE SIDED DISPL AY STAND
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